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I SCIENCE

SCORPION

of in countless arts and professions which are
usually classified as Applied Science. Among
these are Medicine, all forms of Engineering,
Agriculture, Navigation, etc.
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How to Think Scientifically
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which he pours the poison stored in the last
joint of his tail. · When a scorpion has clutched
his prey in his great powerful claws, he curves
his tail over his head and plunges the paralysing
sting into the helpless creature. The poison is
sufficient to kill small creatures and to cause
human beings much pain ; it may even kill
a human being who is in a bad state of health
when stung.

But science has not only p~t in order a mass
of knowledge ; it has also shown that the scientific method of thinking is very important.
This may be stated briefly as thinking to correct
conclusions on a basis of tried and true facts.
Found Almost Everywhere
· An illustration will help to make .t his clear.
Scorpions are .v ery widely distributed over
When the people of the United States took Cuba the world, being found in deserts, ip. tropical
years ago they had to make the island healthy, forests, and sometimes even where there ill
for it had been a centre of yellow fever, which snow. They range from 1 to 8 inches in
had been spread from Cuba to various ports length. During the day most scorpions lie
by sailors or other travellers. No one knew hidden under stones and logs, or in holes, and
the cause of yellow fever or how it was spread~ are rather slow and torpid. At night they
So doctors went to Cuba to get all the facts come out and are very quick and active.
they could as to when it occurred, where, Their food consists of small insects, spiders,
•
among what kinds of people, and so on. They lizards, toads, slugs, snails, and even small
found, among other things, that it was very mammals, 'such as mice and shrews. They are
common in swampy regions. That made them not vicious· unless disturbed and very seldom
think that the germ of the disease might be do harm to human beings.
carried by. mosquitoes,
BR AN 0 I s HI N G H 1 s c R u EL T.A 1 L
The mother scorpion
as malaria was then
·
b:rings forth her young
known to be carried.
·
,
alive, and carries them
The idea was worth
· about on her back for
testing. So mosquitoes
some time. Unlike inin little cages were
sects, scorpions resemble
their parents when born
allowed to bite persons
afflicted with the disease
and undergo no '' metaand, after several days,
morphosis."
persons who were quite
Scorpions have lived
for a long time on the
well. These were soldiers and doctors who
earth, for fossil remains,
offered themselves for
differing but little from
the test. They one and
modern types, are found
all caught the disease.
in rocks of ancient forma- .
.
·
tion. Such re mains
Soldiers slept in swampy
regions screened so that Spanish Scorpion, curving his tail ov~r his head. The poison occur fairly frequently
n::> mosquitoes could get
is in the end tail-joint.
in coal deposits of the
in, and they did not take the disease, even Carboniferous Period, and by studying these
when they slept on beds in which persons learned men have arrived at the conclusion that
had recently died of yellow fever. All these the scorpions of those times were almost exactly
facts convinced the doctors that the mosquito like those that are living at the present day.
carries the germ of yellow fever. (See Germ
Early Scorpions of the Sea
Theory of Disease; Mosquito.) •
But these are by no means the earliest
This problem was solved by collecting facts, representatives of the family. · In marine
making a guess as to the solution, collecting Silurian deposits in Scotland, for instancP.-emore facts by experiment to test the guess, remains have been found of scorpions which
reasoning on all the facts to a correct judg- apparently lived in the sea. These seament. This is the scientific method.
scorpions probably had poison fangs and could
SCORPION. Scorpions are near relatives of inflict a sting just as severe as that of their
the .spiders, for they too belong to the eight- land-dwelling cousins, but they were tiny
legged Arachnida. But on account of their creatures never more than 2 inches long,
claws they look much more like tiny lobsters and often measuring only 1 inch. They had
with very slender tails.
short sturdy legs ending in a powerful claw,
At the end of that tail is the scorpion's chief and with this claw they could doubtless hold
distinction his sting, a very hard, sharp curved tight to the rocks and boulders. How t1.ey
needle with a tiny hole near the tip through .breathed is not known .
•

For ang . .subJect not found in it.s alphabetical place .see informatio•
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